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JOB DESCRIPTION
Below you will find a copy of the Director of Services job description. You will be asked to review
this and sign a copy. This Job Description outlines the job requirements for this position. You may
also obtain a copy of this Job Description from Human Resources.
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CHAIN OF COMMAND
The Director of Services Position(DOS) is supervised by the Operations Officer(OO) position.
Below is a flow chart of the chain of command. The Director of Services should always first report
to their assigned Operations Officer. In the event the Operations Officer is unavailable they may
then speak with another Operations Officer or the Vice President (VP). Each OO also supervises
one Operations Specialist (OS).

President
Vice President
Operations
Officer

Director of
Services

Operations
Specialist

Employment
Specialist
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DOS STAFF AND OFFICES
There are 4 DOS Positions statewide within Employment Services. Each DOS oversees two
regions. Within those regions are Employment Specialists that they supervise.
One DOS for Bismarck, Fort Yates & Dickinson: (Regions 7 & 8)
Bismarck staff:
4 Employment Specialists and 1 DOS
Fort Yates staff:
1 Employment Specialists
Dickinson staff:
1 Employment Specialists
One DOS for Grand Forks and Fargo: (Regions 4 & 5)
Grand Forks staff:
4 Employment Specialists and 1 DOS
Fargo staff:
4 Employment Specialist’s
One DOS for Jamestown, Devils Lake and Fort Totten (Regions 3 & 6)
Fort Totten staff:
3 Employment Specialists
Devils Lake staff:
1 Employment Specialist and 1 DOS
Jamestown staff:
1 Employment Specialist’s
One DOS for Minot, Williston & New Town: (Regions 1 &2)
Minot staff:
3 Employment Specialists and 1 DOS
Williston &New Town staff: 1 Employment Specialists
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TRAVEL EXPECTATIONS

Outreach is the activity of providing direct support to offices that are located within the regions that
you oversee. Travel to all your offices is crucial to ensure the productivity of staff, providing support
and fostering a healthy team environment. As a DOS you will conduct outreach to outer lying offices
as needed, but no less than once a week.
During winter months when traveling for extended periods company cars are equipped with
winter survival kits. Prior to travel verify that one is located in the trunk and ensure that the
contents of the kit are up to date.
Information about the conditions of the roads can be found via the NDDOT website via
http://www.dot.nd.gov/travel-info/
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QUARTERLY DIRECTOR MEETINGS
Each Quarter the DOS will attend an in person meeting in a pre-determined office in one of the
regions. These meetings are attended by the VP, OOs, DOS, and OSs. The meetings will usually be
completed in a two day span and may require and overnight stay.
The purpose of these meetings is to discuss changes in procedures, changes in programing, work
on projects, gather feedback on new processes, and brainstorm ways to improve programming.
There may also be guest speakers that present on various topics regarding the employment
services programs.
DOS should come to this meeting prepared to listen, learn, and participate in conversation and
provide feedback and updates from the regions they oversee. DOS may also be asked to present
certain topics at these meetings.
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STAFF MEETINGS
DOS is to hold weekly staff meetings. Depending on office and program make up DOS may have
one to two staff meetings. An agenda is to be prepared prior to the meeting, and notes are to be
completed and saved onto the shared folder. Suggested topic items may include but are not
limited to the following:
Case Load Sizes and Tracking

Programs: JOBS/Crossroads/TBI/VR/COSE/TTW

Positives

Core Principals: JOBS and COSE

Vocational Rehabilitation

Case Review

Job Developments

Motivational Interviewing

Upcoming Deadlines

Next Meeting Date
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ONE ON ONE MEETINGS
DOS will participate in two types of one on one meetings; one-on-one meetings with their staff,
and one-on-one meetings with their supervisor.
The DOS will meet with their staff in a one-on-one capacity a minimum of one time per month.
The purpose of this meeting is for the DOS to answer questions, provide guidance and feedback,
review performance, and review and track goals. This meeting is to be focused on the specific
employee. DOS may find it necessary to hold these meetings for often than once per month. It
depends on the employment specialist needs and the guidance given from the Operations Officer.
At each one-on-one meeting the DOS will complete a 1:1 Feedback Form. The form is to be utilized
to track and documents topics discussed areas of needed improvement and success, and goals.
This form can be found on the Community Options internal website at Supervisor
Documents>Employment Services>COSE 1:1 Feedback Form
The DOS will also meet with their supervisor on a one-on-one capacity a minimum of one time per
month. The meetings serve the same purpose; answer questions, provide guidance and feedback,
review performance, and review and track goals. Director of Services should come to this meeting
prepared with any questions or issues that they might have, and be prepared to provide feedback
and take notes on any new procedure they may need to carry out.
Some topics to include at one-on-one meetings include but not limited to:







Caseloads
Hours
Good Cause Determination Meeting Process
File Audits/ Checklists
Customer specific information
Follow Along Results and Feedback
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STAFF FOLLOW ALONGS

Follow Along is conducted by the DOS to observe ESs and ensure they are completing their tasks
and meeting the needs of the customer. They are also an opportunity for supervisors to provide
feedback on their strengths and guidance on how to improve their weaknesses.


JOBS program staff Follow Along are conducted bimonthly. Observations and constructive
feedback are provided to staff during 1:1 meetings. Directors may observe customer
meetings including Jobs Program Intakes, Employment Plan Updates, Job Search, Job
Readiness Appointments and Outreach
o JOBS Follow Along Notes can be found via the company website via Supervisor
Documents> General Supervisor Forms



COSE program staff Follow Along are conducted weekly. Follow Along consist of four
observations with COSE Program Staff, these include: customer meetings, triage meetings,
staffing/ staging, & job development. Feedback/ observations are documented on the COSE
Follow Along Note and is provided to staff during 1:1 meetings.
o COSE Follow Along Notes can be found via the company website
Supervisor>Employment Services
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STAFF CASE LOADS

Caseloads are tracked on a monthly basis to ensure that the workload is balanced. The tracking of
caseloads and the assignment of referrals is overseen by the DOS.
JOBS referrals received in the JOBS program are tracked via the referral tracking sheet. Referral
information is collected weekly per staff. At the end of the month this information is submitted on
the 10th business day of the month to your direct supervisor.
Referral Tracking form can be obtained via the company website>Supervisor Forms> General
Forms> JOB Referral Tracking Forms
Caseloads are monitored via the database. DOS should review the database to ensure all customers
through all programs are updated and accurate. The OO will review the case load tracking sheet
with the DOS at their one-on-one meetings.
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UTILIZING THE DATABSE
Once logged into the data base there are several reports to assist the DOS
Database Report

How does this report help me?

Staff Regional Activity Hours; used in
tracking caseload size per Employment
Specialist.

Total TANF caseload and caseload per staff.
Information can be pulled per region or per
staff. Information regarding the client’s
status; work activity, hour requirement and
hours reported.

Closed Case Stats

Report provides information regarding the
dates of closure across the state of North
Dakota.

Client Work Activities and Reported
Hours; used in tracking hours inputted.
Information is useful to pull when auditing
caseloads to determine customers who are/
are not meeting the hour requirement.

Report provides hours inputted into the
database. This will report will show when
hours have been inputted, the code and the
day. This information can be pulled by
regions and is listed alphabetically.

Employment Plans; used to verify all
Report provides information regarding
Customers are on current plans. Can be used dates of the completion of employment
plans. Report can be pulled per staff & per
to track modified plans.
region. Information regarding the type of
plan is provided.
Zero Hours Report; used to identify
Customers that are not meeting federal
requirements.

Report pulls any and all active customers
who hours are not meeting the requirement.

Employer Regional Activity Hours

Information regarding employers inputted
into the Job Development Database.
Including: Contacts made per Employment
Specialist; Time Spent with Employer and
Contacts made per Job Service Category.
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Staff Regional Activity Hours:

Closed Status Cases:
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Customers Work Activities and Reported Hours:

Employment Plans:
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Zero Hours Report:

Employer Regional Activity Hours:
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OUT OF OFFICE TRACKING

Out of office is tracked to ensure that we are meeting company standards and to provide data to
show services are integrated into the community. In the JOBS program staff are required to have
50% of their time out of the office. COSE program staff is required to spend 65 % of their time out
of the office.
Out of Office is tracked via the Out of Office request form and is inputted in the Out of Office tracking.
This information is collected from staff weekly and submitted to the DOS. The DOS will then compile
and submit to their Operations Officer by the 10th Business day of the month.
Out of Office Tracking form- Staff form can be downloaded via company website via Employment
Services> General Forms> Out of Office
Out of Office Excel Monthly Tracker- Can be downloaded via company website via Supervisor
Documents> General Forms> Out of Office request Form
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TEAM BUILDING
The purpose of Team Building is to do just that, build your team. As a DOS you have multiple
employees in multiple offices. Completing team building can help bridge the gap between offices,
help employees work together, and boost employee morale. Prior to carrying out any team
building please communicate with your Operations Officer for approval. Below you will find few
resources for some team building exercises.

http://www.huddle.com/blog/team-building-activities/8
http://vorkspace.com/blog/index.php/13-top-team-building-activities/
http://www.onlineexpert.com/elearning/user/pdf/NatSem/ManagingDiverseWork
force/Team-BuildingGamesActivitiesIdeas.pdf
http://humanresources.about.com/od/teambuildingactivities/qt/15-teambuilding-activities-for-the-workplace.htm
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EMPLOYEE MORALE FUNDS
Each DOS is given an amount of funds each year to use for employee morale. The funds can we
used in various ways to complete team building actives and to increase office morale. DOS should
be aware to provide morale boosters equally for all staff and all their offices they supervise. DOS
can either utilize the company credit card assigned to their region, or may pay for and then latter
expense. Employee Morale Funds Tracking Sheet can be found on the company internal website at
Supervisor Documents>General Supervisor Forms>
Below is the tracking sheet for the morale funds. DOS will need to keep this as an ongoing
document through each fiscal year. When these funds are utilized, it will need to be documented
on the Employee Morale Budget Balance Sheet and at the first of the month by 10 AM this form
will need to be turned in completed to your Operations Officer.
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CREDIT CARD & PETTY CASH

Credit Card & Petty Cash balances are tracked via the Credit Card & Petty Cash tracking sheet. It is
the DOS responsibility to complete compile receipts from purchases, and complete this tracking
sheet. The sheet is then submitted to their Operations Officer by the 1st business day of the month
by 10:00 a.m. This tracking sheet can be found on the internal website at Supervisor
Documents>General Supervisor Forms>
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PLT REQUESTS
As a DOS you will need to review and approve/deny any requests made from your staff to take
PLT. Reasons for denial may be; not enough notice given, to many requests on the same day, or
required trainings meeting/trainings that they need to attend. The main thing to remember is to
remain consistent across all staff when approving or denying requests.
When completing the leave request make sure Requested Time Off and Total Hours, Dates of
Leave, Time of leave, supervisor’s signature and date need to be completed and mark the
approved or denied box and then either the eligible paid leave or not eligible paid leave box. Once
approved and signed by the DOS the pink copy will go to the staff, yellow is the DOS’s copy to place
in their file, and the white copy is to be turned in with payroll.
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ATTENDANCE

Every Monday an attendance log form, from the previous week will need to be completed and sent
to JoniP@coresinc.org by 10 AM each Monday. If there is anyone that had attendance issues the
past week, on the attendance log you will need to document it and CC in Operations Officer when
you send to Joni.
The Attendance Form can be accessed via the company website: Supervisor Documents>General
Supervisor Forms.
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ONSITE REFLECTIONS

An Onsite Reflection must be completed by a DOS when they travel to an office that is not one they
oversee. This helps to provide an objective observation of the office. When these are completed
they are to be submitted to their Operations Officer.
The Onsite Reflection Forms can be can be accessed via the company website Supervisor
Documents>Employment Services.
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CUSTOMER GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

The grievance resolution process is designed to allow customers an opportunity to resolve
customer complaints or grievances. When the DOS is provided with a completed customer
grievance, they are to submit to Quality Assurance and their Operations Officer immediately.
Quality Assurance and Operations Officer will then review the grievance through an investigation
procedure, and may ask the DOS for assistance with following up with customers and/or
Employment Specialists. Once the investigation is completed Quality Assurance will provide
recommendations on how to proceed.
The Customer Grievance form can be accessed via the company website Employment Services >
Orientation Folder> Formal Customer Grievance Form.
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NEW EMPLOYEE REQUISITIONS: HIRING AND INTERVIEWING
One responsibility of a DOS is to ensure that their offices are properly staffed with employees. To
obtain those employees DOS will need to do a few tasks. There are two reasons as to when an
acquisition will need to be completed; staff turnover or expansion. Both situations will first
require a discussion and approval from your Operations Officer prior to submitting a Personnel
Requisition Form. This form is found online under Supervisor Documents>General Supervisor
Forms.
Once this form is completed, submit to your Operations Officer for review and submission to
Human Resources (HR). HR will then post the opening and gather applicants. After the posting
closes, the applicants are screened by HR and sent to the Operations Officer and DOS. DOS and OO
will then discuss the applicants that they would like to interview.
The DOS will then schedule interviews with the chosen applicants. Interviews can be held in the
office that the position is located in. In some situations we can conduct via our polycom system.
Interviews should be schedule for at least 30 minutes and will be given by the Director and the
Operations Officer. The approved interview questions must be obtained from HR prior to the
interview. During the interview the questions that are asked need to be asked of each applicant.
Questions that are omitted must be omitted for each applicant. One interviewer will ask questions
the other will take notes. Once all applicants are interviewed the DOS and OO will discuss if an
offer should be made or if second interviews should be scheduled. If second interviews are
necessary DOS and OO will pick top two candidates to come back and follow along with a current
employment specialist as their second interview. Once a candidate is chosen the DOS will place a
phone call to the applicant to offer the position. If the offer is accepted the DOS will submit an
Offer Letter Form, found at Supervisor Documents>Interviews and New Hires, to the OO, which
will generate an Offer Letter being mailed out the applicant. The applicant and DOS will also set a
start date for employment.
If the applicant declines the offer the next applicant may be offered the position, or the DOS and
OO can choose to repost the position starting the process over.
Prior to the new staff starting DOS will need to ready the staff’s work space, and complete an IT
Request Form, Supervisor Documents>General Supervisor Forms, to their Operations Officer. This
form will create email, database and phone logins for new employee.
DOS will need to refer to the New Hire Paperwork training and documentation that is found in
each regional offices.
DOS will then utilize the New Employment Specialist Training to train in their new employee.
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PAYROLL
DOS is to refer to the company newsletter to find payroll due dates. Director of Services will
gather payroll from their staff, review and compile, and submit to their Operations Officer by the
deadline posted.
Before submitting the Payroll DOS should complete the following steps.
1. Gather staff’s timesheets, PLT Slips and Travel Vouchers.
2. Ensure that all PLT listed on time sheet has a corresponding Leave Request.
3. Ensure that staff is not using PLT to go over the Max Hours for the Month.
- Max hours are working days in the month x 8.
4. Ensure that staff’s summary sheet calculations are correct.
5. Ensure that DD-EXT hour’s correlate with DD-EXT hours in the database.
6. Assign PLT, Holiday and Overtime to a program. PLT and Holiday are assigned to the
employee’s primary program. OT is assign to the program they were working when they
went into OT.
7. Provide reasoning if over max hours(overtime/carryover) or under (not PLT/holiday
eligible)
8. If Holiday/PLT is listed ensure they are qualified to receive those incentives via the HR
Multi-Report
9. Ensure PLT Slips are completed, accurate and are signed, and they correlate with the hours
listed on the timesheet.
10. Review Travel Vouchers for completion, sign and approve.
Once payroll is submitted to Operations Officer they may contact the DOS to make corrections.
Operations Officer will send any changes that they made back to the DOS. DOS will then need to
correct the originals prior to submission to Payroll. Payroll originals are due to payroll by the 10th
of each month to Val Strebe in the Bismarck Office.
DOS should also pay close attention to ensure that the hours are being recording honestly and
accurately. If DOS feels there is issue they can contact their Operations Officer to discuss before
proceeding with an investigation.
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MILEAGE
DOS is to refer to the company newsletter to find Mileage due dates. Director of Services will
gather mileage from their staff, review and compile, and submit to their operations officer by the
deadline posted.
Before submitting the mileage Director of Services should complete the following steps.
1. Gather staff’s mileage
2. Check all calculations to ensure accuracy.
3. Sign and Date
Any errors that Operations Officer finds will be relayed back to the DOS. DOS is to ensure that
those changes are made to the originals prior to submission to Payroll. Mileage Originals are also
due to Payroll by the 10th of each month.
Director of Services should also pay close attention to ensure that the mileage is being calculated
honestly. If Director feels there is issue they can contact their Operations Officer to discuss before
proceeding with an investigation.
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EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCES
There may come a time when an Employee is upset. They may be upset with a co-worker, the
Director of Services, or another employee within the company. Employees may come to DOS to
lodge a complaint. The DOS will need to hear out the employee and then report to their
Operations Officer. The DOS and OO will gather information and determine how to proceed.
Depending on the severity of the situation Quality Assurance and/or Human Resources may be
brought in for assistance as well. It is very important for the DOS to remain objective and fair to
all their staff when dealing with employee grievances.
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WORKING WITH HUMAN RESOURCES
Human Resources are a great resource for the Director of Services. They can assist the Director of
Services with following correct protocol in disciplinary situations. HR wills assist us to ensure
that we follow the correct steps, gather enough documentation that will protect the DOS and The
Company. Our goal in disciplinary situations is; to identify the issue, train on it, document as much
as possible. Unfortunately not all employees will be able to be trained and may need to be
terminated. Human Resources can assist us with that difficult process as well.
When an issue arises Director of Services are to first discuss the issue at their staff’s one-on-one
meetings. There should be an accommodating Coaching/Training Agreement completed for the
situation. This form can be found at Supervisor Documents>General Supervisor Forms. This form
should be completed and submitted to the Operations Officer for approval.
If the issue is not correct within a reasonable amount of time the employee may be placed on a
Performance Improvement Plan. This again will be discussed with the Operations Officer. Once
this is completed it will be need to be reviewed and approved by HR. The forms for this process
are also found on Supervisor Documents>Discipline Forms. Once approved, the PIP will be
delivered out by the Director of Services and the Operations Officer.
If the employee is not able to meet the requirements of the PIP, termination may be deemed
necessary. Prior to the termination HR will need to be consulted and will need to grant approval
prior to proceeding. A discipline notice is completed and provided to the employee prior to
termination.
The most important thing for the Director of Services to do during this entire process and in
dealing with staff issues is to document! DOS should be keeping a running document for each staff
to track performance issues and well as performance successes.
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EVALUATIONS
The Director of Services will complete two types of evaluations. The first is the 90-Day Evaluation.
This form and directions can be found at Supervisor Documents>Reviews and Appraisals. This
evaluation is to be completed at the end of new employees first 90 days of employment. It is to be
submitted to the Operations Officer for review and then approved by Human Resources. The
Operations Officer and Director of Services will deliver the evaluation together.
The second type of evaluation is the annual evaluation. Employees will be given an annual
evaluation each year they are with the company. Director of Services are required to review the
Multi-Report, which is sent each month to the Director. This report will notify the DOS of any
upcoming evaluations that are due.
The first step in the evaluation process is to request the employee to complete their selfevaluation. This is found under Supervisor Documents>Review and Appraisals. The Director of
Services can utilize the staff’s self-evaluation when writing their annual evaluation.
Directions for the Annual Evaluation are found on page one of the document under Supervisor
Documents>Reviews and Appraisals.
Once the evaluation is written the DOS will submit to the OO for review and submission to HR for
approval.
A few things to keep in mind when writing the evaluation:
1. The evaluation is looking at the employee’s performance over the entire last year.
2. Directors should be consistent with ratings across all their employees
3. Directors must provide justification for high ratings of 4 and 5, as well as low ratings of 1 or
2. To obtain high ratings employees must demonstrate meeting that requirement
consistently over the entire year.
4. Goals should be discussed and agreed upon at the time of the evaluation.
5. Goals should be obtainable within the scope of their job description.
The DOS and OO will deliver the evaluation out together. Once it is completed DOS will submit, the
self-evaluation, the annual evaluation (signed), a payroll data change for the % increase in wage,
and an employee completed Payroll Data Change Form, which can be located on the Computer
Internal Website at Supervisor Documents>General Supervisor Forms>Payroll Data Change
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RESIDENTIAL AND ADMINSTRATION SERVICES
Apart from Employment Services there are two other parts of Community Options, Residential
and Administration.
The DOS may interact with many Residential Services staff. The DOS are required to create a
positive working relationship between the two sides of the agency working with customers. The
Director of Services may be asked to communicate and coordinate employee morale events in
their regions with the Residential Director of Services. These may include summer staff picnics,
Christmas Parties, and Week of Cheer events. DOS is expected to work in collaboration to ensure
that these are planned and held in a successful manner. DOS may also need to communicate and
collaborate with various office issues that occur in the outer lying regions.
Administration Services completes various tasks to ensure the agency can continue to serve our
customers. Administration Services handles the company fleet, office supplies, hotel
accommodations, technology, and other various items. The Administration VP may need to be
contacted to correct email/internet outages, major office issues, or phone issues. When contacting
the Admin VP, DOS should CC in their Operations Officer on their email.
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SUPPLY ORDERS
The supply order form can be found at Employment Services>General Forms>Supply Requisition
Form. The DOS may delegate this task to an ESII in their regions. However, the DOS should
review the requests to ensure that supplies are needed and necessary. DOS is encouraged to be as
cost effective as possible. Supply Orders should be submitted to the Operations Officer by the
5thth of each month.
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SUCCESS STORIES
The success story forms are a great way for Community Options to share our customer’s successes
across the agency and with our contracted provider. The success story can be completed with any
customer regardless of programs. It is the DOS’s responsibility to gather these completed forms
and submit to their Operations Officer by the 5th of each month. There should be two copies of
each success, one should be a PDF form signed by the customer, the other a typed word document.
The success story form can be found under Employment Services>General Forms.
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ADD SHARED FOLDER INFORMATION
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Add Quality Assurance Information
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JOBS: FIDELITY PROCESS
The DOS’s role in the Fidelity process is to organize, lead and oversee aspects of the fidelity
process.
Fidelity Review Process: Director of Services will work with their Operations Officer to organize
and hold the annual Fidelity Review within each region assigned. DOS will prepare a data report
to present the JOBS Statistics and a regional summary of the program in their region. DOS may
refer to data packets that have been created in past reviews as a reference. DOS should also
prepare their staff for this meeting through communication at weekly staffing meetings.
Action Plan: The DOS will also create an Action Plan once the Fidelity Review results are
completed. This plan will be team effort from OO, DOS, OS, and ES’s. DOS will lead this meeting
and create the plan. DOS will also ensure the deadlines and task assigned are being completed by
the deadline that is set. DOS should review this plan at minimum quarterly with their staff.
Overview: The fidelity Review Team consists at minimum 2 members that come to each region.
The reviewer’s review files, conduct interviews with the Admin team, Employment Specialists,
Director, Eligibility Workers and the customers. They also do follow along with the Employment
Specialist to see how they work with customers during an intake, employment plan update and
how they interact in the community when completing job contacts. This information from the
review is then compiled by Quality Assurance and recommendations are given as to how that
region can improve and or what changes need to be made. Once this is received the region will
meet and write an action plan and start implementing the recommendations once it is approved
by Quality Assurance. Other items that need to be completed prior to the review are: to create the
fidelity review packet, set up customer interviews, set up the intake and employment plan update
meeting.
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PROCESSING REFERRALS
Once a JOBS referral is received it will need to be assigned to an Employment Specialist.
In the data base go to Case Administration, select the customer that needs to be assigned (if they
are in the data base) and then assign them to the ES that will work that case select the change
position and then select yes to complete.
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JOBS REPORT NAMES & DEFINITIONS
**Please use the Bolded Names below when sending/referencing the following reports.
This will be completed in this manner to ensure accuracy and consistency among
Community Options Staff.
DHS/State Report: This will come from DHS as a document that reads year/month- CO. This
report is the listing of the customers of TANF for the month that DHS has accounted for.
Discrepancies: This is the report that is sent to DHS from cross referencing the State Report to
Community Options report for the reported month.
DHS Verification Sampling: This will come from DHS as a document that reads year/month- CO.
This is the list of TANF participants that need their reported hours gathered and submitted to Eide
Bailly for verification.
Review/Verification Results (Admin Only): This is the spreadsheet that Eide Bailly provides to
Administration Staff on the review of the Verification Sampling.
Results/Changes Report (Admin Only): This is the report that DHS sends back to Community
Options staff so that appropriate changes can be made to ensure all participants are accounted for
from the State Report and Community Options Report. DHS sends to Community Options as
CO/JOBS Wrk. Hrs. Verification.
Zero Hours Reported Report: This is the report that comes from the database. This report
keeps track of all customers who did not meet the required hours for the month. There is also the
report that DHS sends to Community Options in regards to customers who Community Options
reported a zero for or whom did not meet the Federal Requirement of hours for the month. This
report should be used along with the database report as a tool for Community Options staff to
come to a conclusion on why the customers are counting negatively on the Work Percentage Rate.
Monthly Program Report: This is a report completed by the Directors of Services detailing out
Tasks completed, Regional Meetings, Special Projects, Regional Details, and Future Monthly Goals
for the month. This Report is submitted to the Operations Officer.
Late Hour Entry Report: This is a report completed by Directors of Services or Operation
Specialists who enter hours after the 20th of each month for a JOBS customer. Prior approval is
needed from the Operations Officer or Vice President of Employment Services prior to entering
hours after the 20th of each month. This report is a tracking system for the Operations Officer and
an updated version needs to be sent via email if Community Option’s staff makes adjustments to
hours.
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Crossroads Tracking: This report tracks the current statuses of Crossroads customers.
Furthering Education Initiative (FEI): This is the report that shows all the customers
participating in the Furthering Education Initiative program and their statuses.
WE/CS Report: This is the report that gets sent to DHS to keep track of all the customers who are
participating in Unpaid Work Experience or Community Service so the Workforce Safety
Insurance can be paid for these individuals.
Referral Tracking: This report keeps track of all new referrals coming in and the status of each
referral.
Modified Plan Spreadsheet: This is the report that keeps track of all customers who are
currently approved to be on a Modified Employment Plan and when they have been submitted to
the State Medical Review Team for possible exemption from the JOBS program.
WPR (Work Percentage Rate): This report comes from the state and lists the Percentage of
customers who are meeting the Federal Requirement hours for the month. Any county under 60
% will need to follow up with an Action Plan by the Director of those counties.
Customer Caseload Counts: This report gives the count of customers assigned to each
Employment Specialist. The report breaks down the customers by region and program they are
in.
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DHS/STATE REPORT & DISCREPANCIES
The DHS/State Report will come from DHS that includes a listing of the customers on TANF
monthly. Once you open the DHS/State Report, delete the regions that you do not cover. Then
print the Regional Activity Report for your regions from the data base for that same month of the
DHS/State Report. You will then then compare the data base report with the DHS/State Report. If
there is someone on our data base report and not on the DHS/State Report we will need to contact
the eligibility worker to find out if that customer received benefits for the month or not. If they did
receive their benefits then we will fill out the DHS/State Customer Discrepancy Report to have
them added to the DHS/State Report. If there is a customer on the DHS/State Report and not ours
we need to find out why by researching with the eligibility worker. If they should not be on the
DHS/State Report, then we will need to complete the DHS/State Customer Discrepancy Report to
have them removed. You will be given a date that this will need to be completed to send to your
Operations Officer.
Example of a “true” discrepancy: If a customer is NOT found on the DHS/State Report and is on
our data base report and DID receive benefits for the month, this needs to be reported on the
DHS/State Customer Discrepancy Report. This will then be researched with the assigned
Operations Officer and DHS with follow up to the DOS with the findings of the discrepancy.
The DHS/State Customer Discrepancy Report can be found on the shared folder along with a Tip
Sheet for this process.
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ZERO HOURS REPORTED REPORT
The Zero Hours Reported Report can be found on our data base. This report tracks each customer
who did not meet their monthly minimum hour requirement. After the first of each month, the
DOS will print a Zero Hours Report from the data base for the previous month. Once the report has
been printed, each customer that has a zero reported for their monthly hour requirement will
need to be researched to see why this has occurred. The DOS will then code each customer
researched in the data base on the input hour’s page with a reason for the zero hours reported.
This needs to be completed by the DOS each month for the previous month by the 25th of the
month.
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DHS VERIFICATION SAMPLING PROCESS
DHS Verification Sampling: This report comes from DHS each month for an assigned month to be
audited in our customer hours that have been reported statewide. The report consists of those
customer files that will need to be pulled so the hours that have been reported to DHS can be
verified by an auditor. When the DOS is reviewing the sampling list from DHS, if there are no hours
reported for that customer, the DOS is to complete the No Hours Report to submit with the
hours/files. Eide Bailly is the outside entity that Community Options contracts with the review
each months reported hours. Each DOS will be given a deadline from the Operations Officer when
the hours/files within those regions they supervise are due each month.
The No Hours Report can be found on the shared folder.
DHS Verification Results: Once the review has been completed by Eide Bailly, the results are
provided to the assigned Operations Officer for review prior to the report being sent to DHS. If the
Operations Officer has any discrepancies at this time, Eide Bailly and Operations Officer will
further research and make any necessary changes/comments to the results report. If there are no
discrepancies, the Operations Officer approves the error (if any) found by Eide Bailly. The DHS
Verification Results are then submitted to DHS for their review.
DHS Results/Changes Report: This is the final report that will come from DHS once they have
reviewed the report and errors found by Eide Bailly. Those customer hours/files that have been
found with errors will need to be edited so the DHS Results/Changes Report matches what is in
our data base and customer file. Once this process has been completed, let your Operations Officer
know.
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MODIFIED PLANS AND EXEMPTIONS
Modified Plans: A modified employment plan allows an individual to participate in the JOBS
Program at a reduced amount of hours each month. Reasons for a modified plan may be but are
not limited to the following:




When there is current, clear and specific medical documentation that identifies the
individual’s physical, mental, emotional, or intellectual impairment(s).
For 60 days following the date of entry into the United States as a Qualified Alien or
when the Qualified Alien has a Limited English Proficiency (LEP).
For an individual subject to Family Violence, what are participating in Family
Violence Counseling.

Modified plans need to reviewed and sent to the assigned Operations Officer for review and
approval/denial for the employment plan before it has been delivered to the customer. Your
Operations Officers should also be CC’d on the email as well. A modified plan should not be in
place for more than 2 months at a time. During these months, the ES/DOS should be assisting the
customer is pursuing a possible exemption (VP, Medical, Domestic Violence). If there is a customer
in need of a modified plan for more than 2 months, please further discuss with your Operations
Officer.
Exemptions (Verified Provider, Medical, or Domestic Violence):
Exemptions are of those submissions that should be completed during the time of a customer
being on a modified plan. If the exemption is approved by DHS, during that time of exemption
month(s) the customer does not have to participate with the required hours and does not count
against the WPR. Those customers on a modified plan and NOT exempt DO count against the WPR.
The exemptions should be submitted as below but are not limited to additional information when
you submit to the assigned Operations Officer and CC in your Operations Officer.




First email will need:
o Cover Letter
o Useful Medical Information
o Completed SFN 451
Second email will need:
o Medical Statements
o Doctors notes
o Checklists
o Fax Cover Pages

**ANY/ALL SUBMISSIONS for both the modified plans and exemption submissions NEED TO
BE REVIEWED BY THE DOS BEFORE SUBMITTING TO the assigned Operations Officer.
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ENTERING AND VERIFYING HOURS
It is expected that customer hours are entered into the data base at minimum weekly by the DOS.
Once hours are entered they will need to be verified by someone other than who enters them.
Every entry into the data base needs to be initialed by the person entering them as well as dated
Such items as the participant time sheet, school schedule, paystub, or whatever is being used to
verify the customer hours will need the initials of both the person entering the hours and the
second person who is verifying the hours. It is best practice that both people complete this task in
the bottom right hand corner of whatever item it may be. This will need to be completed by the
20th of each month by the DOS for the previous month.
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LATE HOUR ENTRY REPORT
This is a report that is used when the DOS needs to report hours after the 20th of each month for
the previous month. This report should be an ongoing report for each month adding hours as
needed. Once this report is complete, the DOS will submit it to their Operations Officer as they
update it if applicable. There is a time these hours can be entered at a later date which will be
provided by the assigned Operations Officer.
The Late Hour Entry Report can be found on the shared folder.
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CROSSROADS
Marketing-Provide information to schools, daycares, hospitals, clinics ect. (staff is currently doing
this)
Referrals- When you receive a referral you will need to assign to staff.
Education Plan- The education plan will need to be completed by staff along with a funds request
and turned into you. This will need to submit to your Operations Officer.
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REGIONAL ELIGIBILITY WORKER MEETING
Director will need to organize and hold quarterly meetings with the County Eligibility Workers
and Regional Representatives.
Meeting minutes will be taken and turned into your direct supervisor by Friday following the
meeting. The meeting minutes will also need to be saved to the shared folder.
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WORK EXPERIENCE/COMMUNITY SERVICE REPORT
This is a report that is collected monthly by the DOS from their staff. Any/all customers that
participate in Work Experience or Community Service should be on this list the month that they
start that site. If the work site changes in a few months for the customer, the customer should then
be listed again for that month. There is a report on our data base called the “Work Activity Case
Counts” that should be run each month to ensure the DOS is reporting any/all customers within
these two work activities. This is very important due DHS being the WSI certificate holder to cover
the customer engaged in this work activity if they were to get hurt. This report is generated by the
DOS and submitted to the assigned OS by the 10th of each month for the previous month.
The WE/CS Tracking Report can be found on the shared folder.
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SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
Directors are allowed to approve supportive services that are under $200 based on the rules and
regulations in the JOBS/TANF manual provided by DHS. Those submissions over $200 need the
approval/denial of your Operations Officer. The only submission that needs approval from DHS
once you’re Operations Officer has been provided the information needed is that of
housing/relocation assistance. Once that has been approved/denied by DHS you will be notified
by your Operations Officer.
Each month the DOS will need to track each offices petty cash & credit card along with the
assigned staff within that office. The petty cash needs to be counted and verified by two staff each
month. The petty cash & credit card can be used for supportive services as approved by the DOS
and should be tracked using the PC/CC balance sheet. Every dollar spent needs to have a
corresponding receipt that includes the customer name, program, and staff initials. (Those
amounts over $500 should be submitted for a check when applicable) The DOS will need to also
track the checks that are written each month using the supportive service check tracking form.
The PC/CC balance sheet and supportive service check tracking form are both located on the
shared folder.
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VR CUSTOMER REFERRAL MEETINGS
In some regions it is typical for vocational rehabilitation counselors to host referral meetings for
customers. Though this is varied by region, it is the director’s responsibility to attend any and all
referral meetings.
Referral meetings are held on behalf of Customers to introduce providers and the services that are
offered. The Referral meeting is a provider’s opportunity to present information about services and
learn more about the customer that would like to receive services.
After the meeting has been held, the client will determine which provider they would like to work
with. You may be contacted at a later date with a referral from the vocational rehab counselor for
services. The referral will need to undergo screening prior to acceptance. Please refer to the section
called Referral Screening Process for more information on how to screen referrals.
What to bring to a marketing meeting:





Community Options marketing materials including:
o Promotional Items
o Brochures
Copy of the current newsletter
Your Business Cards
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REFERRAL SCREENING PROCESS
Referrals are screened by the director to ensure that proper supports can be provided to the
customer. When screening a referral, the director should consider; the regions caseload size,
availability of resources & staff, if the consumer’s goal is attainable and if the amount of payment
from VR will cover the services provided that will allow the customer to be successful.
Upon receipt of a referral complete the VR referral screening form. This form can be found on the
internal web site via Employment Services> VR Readiness and Extended Services> VR Referral
Screening.
The completed referral packet that should include the Cover Letter, authorization to disclose
information, intake packet, eligibility/ineligibility form, IPE if one has been created, VR Screening
form, the 1092, and any other authorizations should be scanned and emailed to your direct
supervisor for review to approve/deny with your assistance. Upon approval from your supervisor,
the referral can be accepted.
Signed copies of the 1092 will need to be sent the VR counselor upon acceptance with your signature
as the CRP on the bottom. Do not sign this form until you have received approval from your
Operations Officer.
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITION REFERRALS
After receipt and acceptance of supported employment or job development & placement referrals
directors will assign the referrals to an Employment Specialist. Referrals are delivered out on
rotation unless requested by customer.
Employment Specialist will enter customer information into the database upon receipt. Customer
case should be opened into the database with status of Open and case notes will begin with the
receipt of the referral.
For information regarding the process of accepting a referral view the Vocational Rehabilitation and
Extended Services manual Community Options Processes> VR Referral Process.
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SUPPORTED EMPLOMENT BILLING SUMMARIES
Supported Employment Billing
Supported employment billing is gathered from staff at the end of the month. Information is
reviewed and submitted to your supervisor upon completion. Billing submission include the SEP
Summaries, Case Notes and VR tracking spreadsheet.
Billing Submissions are due your direct supervisor at 10 am on the first business day of the following
month.
The SFN 1101 (Progress Summary) and VR tracking spreadsheet are both located on the shared
folder. You can also find the guidelines & best practices of the SEP Program on the shared folder as
well.
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REVIEWING STAFF BILLING
What to look for when reviewing staff billing:






Ensure that all required field have been completed. (see billing sample attachment)
Has Staff maintained consistent contact with the customer and with the VR
Counselor?
Do the work skills & job function ratings reflect the information reported in the
case notes and the billing summary?
Does the billing summary reflect what will be worked on the following month to
come?
Hours spent working with or for the customer need to be tracked using the input
hours as well as on each case note as well as staff’s time sheet.
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JOB DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT BILLING
Job Development & Placement Billing
Billing is gathered from staff at the end of the month. Information is reviewed and submitted to your
supervisor upon completion. Billing submissions include the Job Development & Placement
Summaries, Case Notes and VR tracking spreadsheet.
Submissions are due your direct supervisor by 10 am on the first business day of the month.
The SFN 1101 (Progress Summary) and VR tracking spreadsheet are both located on the shared
folder. You can also find the guidelines & best practices of the JDP Program on the shared folder as
well.
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REVIEWING STAFF BILLING
What to look for when reviewing staff billing:







Ensure that all required field have been completed. (see billing sample attachment)
Has Staff maintained consistent contact with the customer and with the VR
Counselor?
Do statements listed in the objectives reflect the information reported in the case
notes and the billing summary?
Does the billing summary reflect what will be worked on the following month to
come?
Refer to the payment schedule to determine when to submit SFN 1841 with billing
submissions.
Hours spent working with or for the customer need to be tracked using the input
hours as well as on each case note as well as staff’s time sheet.

Job Development & Placements Guidelines and payment schedule can be accessed via the
company website Employment Services> VR and Ext. Services Forms> Job Dev and Placement
Services Guidelines & Rates
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DD-EXT BILLING
Developmental Disabilities Extended Services Billing
Billing is gathered from staff at the end of the month. Information is reviewed and submitted to your
supervisor upon completion. Billing submissions include the DD Ext. Summaries, Case Notes, Input
Calendars, and DD Ext. Hours Tracking Spreadsheet.
Submissions are due your direct supervisor by 10 am on the first business day of the month.
The DD Ext. Progress Summaries and DD Ext. Hours Tracking can both be found on the shared
folder.
Reviewing Staff Billing
What to look for when reviewing staff billing:







Billing Summaries, Case Notes & Input Calendars are complete and hours match up
EXACTLY with staff time sheet.
Ensure that all required field have been completed. (see billing sample attachment)
Has Staff maintained consistent contact with the customer and with the VR
Counselor?
Do statements listed in the objectives reflect the information reported in the case
notes and the billing summary?
Does the billing summary reflect what will be worked on the following month to
come?
DD Ext. contracted hours cannot go over due to time spent with the customer from
staff.

DD Extended customers all have a Person Centered Plan that is written by the assigned Program
Coordinator which may be internally staff or externally. It is the DOS’s responsibility to ensure
that the assigned PC receives a copy of the monthly progress summary and case notes by the 1st
business day of each month as well.
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MI-EXT
The billing for MI-EXT is completed via the Rocky Mountain Rehab website. The site is found here:
https://ndextendedservices.org/ to gain a login for this site you will need to contact RMR at 877278-4600. Prior to calling you must visit: https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/security/pcsecurity/password-checker.aspx to ensure your password meets their requirements. After the
login is created notify your Operations Officer to have the login authorized.
Rocky Mountain Rehab billing must be completed by 10 a.m. on the 2nd business day of the month.
Director of Services is responsible for reviewing the progress summaries submitted by the
employment specialists and entering that information as well as the case notes into the RMR
database.
To enter case notes: click on ‘Bill for Services’ on the right side of the website. Next to the
customer click on ‘Enter month Case Notes’, and then choose Extended Services, Job Development,
or No Services Provided. You will choose Extended Services if the customer is working, Job
Development if they are job searing, and No Services Provided if we did not provide services.
Under extended services you will need to enter all information on the summary screen, enter in
each of the customer’s case notes, and then click ‘Store Case Notes’. DO NOT CLICK ‘Case Notes
Ready to Submit.
Under Job Development you will just need to enter in the customer’s case notes, and then click
‘Store Case Notes. DO NOT CLICK ‘Case Notes Ready to Submit.
Under No Services Provided you will need to provide reasoning as to why services were not
provided.
If customer is working, case notes regarding transportation must be removed. Case notes
regarding phone calls with no conversation, or unsuccessful outreach attempts will need to be
removed.
Director of Services also have the option to delegate this task to their ESIII. If this is completed
Director is responsible for reviewing case notes to ensure accuracy.
Once all information is entered notify your Operations Officer.
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COSE: STAFF MEETING –

CASE MANAGEMENT & TRACKING

The COSE Staff meeting is a weekly staff meeting lead by the Director of Services. This meeting is
attended by; the Director of Services, COSE Employment Specialists I, II and III, regional
Operations Specialists, Vocational Rehabilitation (for items 1 & 2 on agenda). It is crucial that this
meeting is held every week to ensure accurate data tracking and case management. If the meeting
cannot be held the Employment Specialists will still need to communicate any changes in case load
with the DOS, and any customer needs or updates with the Vocational Rehabilitation counselor.
On the internal website you will find some tools that will assist with this meeting and the case
management.
The first tool is the COSE Staff Meeting Agenda – Template: This template should be used each
week. Director of Services can add additional info below each heading and should share with the
staff at the start of the meeting. A note taker should be established and can utilize the agenda to
take notes. Those meeting notes should then be signed by all those present, stating that they have
been reviewed, and stored on the shared folder here: Employment Services>COSE>Region X>Staff
Meetings. Below is a brief explanation of each heading and what should be discussed.
1. VR Updates: Shared customers with VR should be discussed and updates to VR from the
IDDT team can be provided. Technical Guidance can also be given from the VR counselor on
utilization of their services.
2. New Engagements: Any new engagements that the ES has received should be discussed and
shared. These customers should also be added onto the Case Load Tracking Sheet which is
explained below.
3. NDDVR Forms: Any NDDVR forms that have been completed during the week are shared
with the DOS. The DOS will then update the NDDVR tracking form.
4. Old Business: Any items from the previous week’s that need to be followed up on should be
discussed.
5. House Keeping: These items will be related to companywide or programmatic changes.
These may be new changes to forms, process, reminders, etc. DOS should track these as the
encounter them throughout the week and then share at the staff meeting.
6. Due Dates: Any due dates that are upcoming in the next week can be shared with staff. This
includes reoccurring deadlines as well as any ad hoc deadlines that may have been set.
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7. Upcoming Events: Any events that are coming up can be discussed, planned, reviewed. This
may include Jobs Group, Tour of the Workforce, Career Fairs, Steering Committee, Fidelity
Events, etc.
8. Positives: All staff present is asked to share the positives that their customers have
experienced throughout the week. DOS should work to ensure that the conversation stays
focused on the positives and not focus on negatives.
9. Disclosure: All staff present should share discussions that they had with customers
regarding disclosure. DOS can provide guidance and feedback regarding the staff
interactions and assist them with future discussions.
10. Job Developments: All staff present should share the job developments that they have
completed with other staff to ensure that openings and opportunities are available to all
customers.
11. Jobs Group: The topic and attendance at job group is shared with the DOS. This is
information that the DOS will use on the Monthly Program Report. Staff can also discuss
future topics, speakers or other group activities.
12. Case Review: One staff will present a customer for case review. They can be asked to
prepare the case ahead of time. The Case Review process should be followed on the COSE
Staff Meeting – Case Review form. DOS should lead the process and ensure that staff stay on
topic and within the time limits.
The Case Load Tracking Sheet will also need to be update at each meeting. Changes should be
made and then saved on the shared folder and shared with the COSE Team, and IDDT team.
Information on that tracking sheet can then be utilized at the end of the month for the Statistics as
well as the Monthly Program Report.
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FIDELITY PROCESS
The DOSs role in the Fidelity process is to organize, lead and oversee aspects of the Evidence
Based Practice of Supported Employment. They are;
Fidelity Review Process: Director of Services will work with their Operations Officer to organize
and hold the annual Fidelity Review. DOS will prepare a data report to present the COSE Statistics
and a regional summary of the program in their region. DOS may refer to data packets that have
been created in past reviews as a reference. DOS should also prepare their staff for this meeting
through communication at weekly staffing meetings.
Action Plan: The DOS will also create an Action Plan once the Fidelity Review results are
completed. This plan will be team effort from OO, DOS, OS, and ES. DOS will lead this meeting and
create the plan. DOS will also ensure the deadlines and task assigned are being completed by the
deadline that is set. DOS should review this plan quarterly with their staff.
Steering Committee: The DOS will also schedule, organize, and the lead their regional steering
committee meeting. This meeting meets quarterly with Community Options Staff, IDDT and DHS
Staff, and Vocational Rehabilitation staff. DOS will prepare an agenda of topics (ex. Action Plan,
Issues/Feedback, Statistics) and lead the meeting.
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STATISTICS
There are 5 spreadsheets that are required to be updated at the end of each month. It is the
responsibility of the DOS to review these spreadsheets after the ESIII has them completed for
accuracy. These spreadsheets can be found on the Shared Folder>COSE>Region>Stats.
The first one necessary is entitled Complete Customer Tracking. This spreadsheet will need to
be updated with any new placements, new engagements, engagement to employer contact, and
new referrals. This information is found from the weekly staff meeting and tracking on the case
load tracking sheets. The spreadsheet consists of 9 tabs at the bottom with various data. A few
things to remember when completing this spreadsheet; A calculation should not be made if both
necessary boxes to not have any data, a negative number means that the 2nd event occurred prior
to the 1st event (ex. The customers 1st placement was prior to the referral being received), A ‘0’
means that the events occurred on the same day, all averages should be rounded to the nearest
100th place and days to the nearest 1s place.
All Customers: This tab will include all customers that we have worked with, and will be used to
provide information to the rest of the tabs. A customer is to be added onto this tab once they are
engaged; therefore all customers should have an engagement date. They may not all have ‘referral
date’ or ‘1st employer contact’ The referral date and 1st employer contact will need to be reviewed
and updated, if necessary, after ever weekly staffing meeting. Once that info is updated the
corresponding tabs will need to be updated as well. There are no calculations that occur on this
tab, it is only for storing and tracking.
1st Placements: This tab is utilized to track how long it takes from engagement to 1st placement.
Customers will only be added onto this spreadsheet once they obtain their very 1st placement. All
customers should have the Engagement Date and 1st Placement column filled in. We can also
calculate Referral to 1st Placement once a referral is received. That column will need to updated
once that date is filled in on the ‘All Customers’ tab.
1st Placements – Graph: This tab graphs the time between engagement and 1st placement for
each customer. To update, right click and select ‘select data’, and select column Engagement to
Placement. Then update the header with the updated average.
Engagement to Referral: This tab is utilized to track how long it takes between our Engagement
Date and the Referral Date. Customers can be added here once there is an engagement date and a
referral date from the ‘All Customers’ tab.
Engagement to Referral – Graph: This tab graphs the time between Engagement and Referral for
each customer. To update, right click and select ‘select data’, and select column Days, then update
the header with the updated average.
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Engagement to Employer Contact: This tab is utilized to track time between Engagement and 1st
Employer Contact. It can also be used to track time between Referral and 1st Employer Contact. All
customers on this list should have Engagement Date and 1st Employer Contact completed. This
info again can be taken from the ‘All Customers’ tab. Customer may also have the referral date
filled in. If they do you can calculate their referral to 1st Employer Contact, if it is not completed
that calculation box should be let blank.
Engagement to Employer Contact – Graph: This tab graphs the time between Engagements to
1st Employer contact for each customer. To update, right click and select ‘select data’, and select
column Engagement to First Employer Contact, then update the header with the updated average.
Engagements and Referrals: This tab tracks how many new customers we engage and obtain
referrals for each month. To find this date, you can utilize the ‘All Customers’ tab to see how many
referrals and new engagements we added during each month.
Engagements and Referrals – Graph: This tab graphs how many new engagements and
referrals we obtain over the course of the month. To update, right click and select ‘select data’,
and select column engagement and column referral. You can also utilize the graph to look at
entire program, calendar year, or fidelity year.
The second spreadsheet is title Employed Customers. This spreadsheet tracks the customers that
are employed as of the last day of the month. It will also allow us to track how many customers
are currently working with North Dakota Vocational Rehabilitation. Information here will be
obtained via the last weekly staffing meeting of the month. The 1st step in updating this form is to
update the last day of the month in the upper right hand corner. This cell is utilized to calculate
days of employment below. Next you will enter in how many customers are open in ‘COSE
Customers Open’. This number does not include any customers in ‘engagement’. This number will
also match the number report on your monthly program report. Next fill in the shared with VR;
this is how many customers we share with Vocational Rehabilitation. These customers are open
with VR and are on an active IPE. They must be on an active IPE to be included in this number. To
the right of that you will categories each customer that is employed. They are either ‘employed
and Open with VR’, ‘Employed and Not Open with VR’, or ‘Employed and in Time Unlimited’. This
total number should match the total customers listed at the bottom, as well as match the
customers listed on the Monthly Program Report. At the bottom you will list each customer under
the appropriate heading and provide their Employer, Job Title, Job Service Category (found via
jobsnd.com), and their Start Date, calculate their Days Employed, Status, Wage, and Hours per
Month.
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The third spreadsheet is Placements. This spreadsheet tracks not only each placement that the
customer obtains but how long the placement lasts, and how long it takes between each
placement.
Placement Dates: Any time a customer obtains their first placement their name is added to the
list. This list of customers should correlate with the customers listed on the ‘Complete Customer
Tracking’ sheet on the ‘1st Placements’ tab. Customers on this list that are currently employed
should have a double asterisk by their name. These customers should match the customers on the
‘Employed Customer’ spreadsheet, and what is listed on the Monthly Program Report as employed
customers.
Once the customers 1st placement ends that date should be added to the spreadsheet and the Total
Days of the placement should be calculated. The average day at the bottom will then need to be
updated to include that new number. Once the 2nd placement is started the total days between 1st
and 2nd placement will then be calculated, as well as the average updated to include that number
as well. This will need to go on correlating with each placement that the customer obtains and
ends.
Placement Totals: The Total customers as of MM/YYYY can be found by reference the total
customers on the ‘Complete Customer Tracking’ spreadsheet on the ‘All Customers’ tab. Total # of
customers should equal total customers listed on the ‘Placement Dates’ tab on this spreadsheet.
The percentage is found by taking the total placements divided by total customers. Next all you
have to do is count up how many customers have at least 1 placement, 2 placements, and so on.
The total Customers Placements will be the sum of placements. Average Days of Placement and
Between Placement will be taken from the ‘Placement Dates’ tab. Once additional placements are
obtained beyond what is currently listed, they will need to be added to the existing spreadsheet.
This data is what is used on the first paragraph on the monthly program report.
Placement Totals – Graph: This graph charts the totals for each number placement. The graph
will update once the totals are updated. If you add a new row for additional placements, you will
need to right click on the graph, click select data, and include the newly added rows.
The 4th spreadsheet is Job Development Tracking. This spreadsheet tracks the Job
Developments completed by the Employment Specialist, the categories of those developments,
and which categories we have customers working in.
Job Developments: This tab tracks the job developments completed by the employment specialist
each month, which category they are in and the totals throughout the year. To find this data you
will need to pull a report from the CO Database. The report is ‘Employer Regional Activity Hours’.
Once the report is pulled at the end of the month the totals from that report are added into the
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corresponding boxes. If there are none completed a zero is to be added. The totals on the right
and at the bottom will need to be updated as well.
Totals - Graph: This graph shows the total job developments that are completed under each
category. This graph will automatically update once the totals on the right side of the ‘Job
Developments’ tab is updated.
Monthly Totals – Graph: This graph shows the total job developments that are completed each
month. Once the totals at the bottom of the ‘Job Developments’ tab is updated you can then add
them to the graph. To add right click on the graph and click ‘select data’. On the left side of the
pop up box highlight monthly total, and click edit. In the next pop up box place your mouse in
‘Series Value’ and highlight all months with totals and hit enter.
Monthly Category – Graph: This Graph Shows job developments that are completed each month
in each category. Once the totals are updated on the ‘Job Developments’ tab you can update his by
right clicking and selecting ‘select data’. On the left side of the pop up box click ‘add’ then click on
the ‘Job Developments’ tab. Select the month for series name, and the below column of job
development totals for series value and click ok.
Customers Working: This information is pulled from the ‘Employed Customers’ spreadsheets.
Simply add up the total for each category. This total should correspond with total on the
‘Employed Customers’ spreadsheet and the Monthly Program Report.
Customers Working – Graph: This graph will show you which category the customers, that are
currently working, are employed in. By updating the customers working tab this graph will
automatically update.
The 5th tracking is the NDDVR Tracking sheet. This tracking is in place to ensure that we are
sharing the benefits of NDDVR with our customers when we first engagement. This sheet will also
track if they would like to work with NDDVR. If they do end up working with NDDVR we can track
their progress as well.
The NDDVR forms will be completed throughout the month by the employment specialists.
Employment Specialists are to submit the completed forms with their end of month billing. DOS
will then add any new customers to the tracking sheet along with the date completed, VR Y or N.
After the weekly staffing meetings the DOS will then be able to update the spreadsheet columns;
initial meeting, IEP start date, VR Closure Date, and Ext Y or N. This tracking sheet is ongoing and
will be saved at the end of each month. The information entered should also be shared on the
Monthly Program Report.
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MONTHLY PROGRAM REPORT
The COSE Monthly program report is the Director of Services way to report the progress and
current case load sizes of the COSE program in their offices. The top portion consistent of
statistics which are gathered from the monthly statistics and weekly staff meetings.
The second section is an opportunity to share events that occurred over the course of the month.
This section should include: Placements, Jobs Group Attendance, Tour of the Workforce
Attendance, Customer involvement with Vocational Rehabilitation, and any other events.
This report is to be completed and submitted to the Operations Officer by 5pm on the 5th day of
the month.
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TBI: MARKETING
DOS will ensure each region is completing at least 2 TBI presentations per month. The TBI
presentation power point is located on the shared folder under Employment Services>TBI>TBI
Forms.
Presenters should bring the following to their TBI marketing meetings:





Community Options marketing materials, including:
o Promotional Items
o Brochures
o Flyers
Copy of the current Community Options company newsletter.
Business Cards
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BILLING
Director of Services should look for the following when reviewing staff TBI Billing:





Ensure that all required field have been completed. Customer Information, Other Agency
Involvement, Current Customer Area, Employment Summary and Documents completed
and the current month’s case notes are attached.
Has staff maintained consistent contact with the customer to meet their needs?
Do the statements reported in the case notes reflect the area of customer on the Progress
Summary?
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MONTHLY PROGRAM REPORT
The TBI Monthly program report is the Director of Services way to report the progress and
current case load sizes of the TBI program in their regions. The top portion consistent of statistics
which are gathered from the monthly billing reported by staff, the second section is an
opportunity to share events that occurred over the course of the month. This can include how
many customers are in the region, what staff is working on with the customers and any
presentations that have been completed.

This report is to be completed and submitted to the Operations Officer by 5pm on the 5th day of the
month. A blank copy can be found under the Company Website Employment Services>TBI
Program.
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TICKET TO WORK
DOS will be notified by OO, when there is a TTW customer in their region. DOS will assign to
designated staff. (This staff must have clearance through Social Security Administration)DOS will
receive the IWP and send to their direct supervisor.
Ticket to Work Reference Guide
Step 1:- Referral





Referral Received
Engage with beneficiary within 2 days of receiving referral
Welcome letter, Referral Form & Questionnaire will be given to the beneficiary(OO will
send to beneficiary)
OO will complete the Ticket to work Beneficiary Screening
If beneficiary is deemed an appropriate referral, it will be assigned to a staff

Step 2:-Assessment




Set up a meeting
Complete Strengths for Success
Benefits Planning-set up meeting if applicable

Step 3:-Intake






Complete Data Base
Complete the TTW intake tool
Ticket to Work Meeting Summarization
Complete IWP(Individual Work Plan)
Complete Case notes

Step 4:- Submission






Submit IWP to OO for review
OO will complete Ticket to Work Individual Work Plan Review Checklist and
communicate with staff for approval or denial
OO will upload the IWP to the OSM(online portal) once the IWP has been approved
Staff will complete TTW Monthly Progress Summary
OO will complete TTW Monthly Program Report & Employment Network Ticket
Assignment Request Form
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